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Most studies of poetry, whether historically or theoretically inclined, tend to reserve close 

attention for exemplary poems – works that in some way embody and make tangible the 

theoretical propositions or historical narrative being elaborated. It might even be suggested 

that, mega-data polemics aside, the field of poetics is unified by a commitment to 

exemplarity. 

 

The emergence of ‘Historical Poetics’, a term brought to new attention by Yopie Prins in a 

2008 essay on Victorian theories of verse, has challenged the old opposition of history and 

theory by focussing attention on the historicity of prosodic theories. Her argument that 

understanding the prosodic theories contemporary with the Victorian poets that interest her is 

necessary for grasping the poetic thinking in their work signalled a significant shift in focus 

for poetry criticism. This development has led to important work by, among others, Boris 

Maslov (Chicago), seeking to recuperate Alexander Veselovsky’s theories of genre 

transformations over the long durée, and by Simon Jarvis (Cambridge), focussing on the 

kinds of thinking performed by poetic technique at a given historical moment. 
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If, as these critics variously assert, historical poetics can restore the historical thinking that 

poems do, are we destined only to restore the thinking of those poems that exemplify the 

historical claims the critic hopes to make? Might we end up looking only at the reflection of 

our methodological apparatus rather than at that which is particular (or historical) in the 

poem? 

 

The central aim of this symposium is to test the notion of historical poetics against the idea of 

the individual poem. What happens when the theoretical and historical frameworks offered 

by Prins, Maslov, Jarvis, Meredith Martin, Peter McDonald, Herbert Tucker, and others are 

set against the problem of reading specific poems? How does the individual poem work with 

and against the much broader, more general critical categories and approaches which come 

under the rubric of ‘poetics’? If it is customary to think of innovative poems as works that 

break with the common poetics of their day, how might other poems engage differently with 

those aesthetic values, assumptions, and practices, whether through failed experimentation or 

winning orthodoxy? (And how might the ostensibly innovative poem also prove, from the 

perspective of an historical poetics, orthodox or traditional?) How do we recover the 

historical singularity of poems in cases where there are few or no archival materials available 

to help us to attune our ears? To what extent is the idea of the poem as a self-sufficient work 

historical, and how might this affect the way we make a historically sensitive judgement 

concerning its poetic thinking? 

 

In sum, this symposium aims to examine how the individual poem presents challenges both 

for a historical understanding of poetic form and for a formalist understanding of poetry’s 

history. We welcome proposals for papers which consider individual poems in any language, 

from any place, and from any period, in relation either to the poetic theory which shaped that 



poem’s historical moment or to more recent poetic theories that are historically nuanced. In 

particular, we are keen to receive proposals which extend historical poetics beyond its recent 

focus on British and American poetry in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. We are 

especially keen on proposals that concern Australian poems. We also welcome proposals for 

panels in which the papers approach a common poem from competing positions. 
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